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Abstract—In this paper, a Rate-GOP based frame level rate
control scheme is proposed for High Efficiency Video Coding
(HEVC). The proposed scheme is developed with the considera-
tion of the new coding tools adopted into HEVC, including the
quad-tree coding structure and the new reference frame selection
mechanism, called reference picture set (RPS). The contributions
of this paper mainly include the following three aspects. Firstly,
a RPS based hierarchical rate control structure is designed to
maintain the high video quality of the key frames. Secondly, the
inter-frame dependency based distortion model and bit rate model
are proposed, considering the dependency between a coding frame
and its reference frame. Thus the distortion and bit rate of the
coding frame can be represented by the distortion and bit rate of
its reference frame. Accordingly, the Rate-GOP based distortion
model and rate model can be achieved via the inter-frame depen-
dency based distortion model and bit rate model. Thirdly, based
on these models and a mixed Laplacian distribution of residual
information, a new -domain Rate-GOP based rate control is pro-
posed. Experimental results demonstrate the proposed Rate-GOP
based rate control has much better R-D performance. Compared
with the two state-of-the-art rate control schemes for HEVC, the
coding gain with BD-PSNR can be up to 0.87 dB and 0.13 dB on
average respectively for all testing configurations. Especially for
random access low complexity testing configuration, the BD-PSNR
gain can be up to 1.30 dB and 0.23 dB respectively.

Index Terms—Bit allocation, HEVC, inter-frame dependency,
rate control, rate-GOP, video coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH efficiency video coding (HEVC) [1] is the latest
video coding standard which significantly improves

the coding efficiency over the preceding standards, such as
H.264/AVC [2]. In HEVC, many new coding tools are adopted
to improve the coding performance, and they bring great chal-
lenges to establish an accurate rate quantization (R-Q) model
and bit allocation scheme in rate control for HEVC. Although
HEVC still adopts the traditional hybrid prediction/transform
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coding framework, in which many rate control algorithms have
been proposed before, such as TM5 for MPEG-2 [3], VM8 for
MPEG-4 [4] and TMN8 for H.263 [5], yet these rate control
schemes cannot work well if they are applied directly to HEVC
without considering the new coding tools.
To establish a more accurate R-Q model and a more efficient

bit allocation scheme, the rate control algorithm must consider
the rate-distortion (R-D) characteristics. How to use the inter-
frame dependency to improve the rate control performance is
also a difficult problem which may not be addressed well in the
past.
Many R-Q models have been proposed in the previous rate

control methods. These R-Q models always consider the dis-
tribution of the residual information [6]. Under the assump-
tion that the residual information follows a Laplacian distribu-
tion, a quadratic R-Q model is proposed in [4] which employs
the mean of absolute difference (MAD) to estimate the com-
plexity of basic coding units. Many improved algorithms based
on this quadratic model are proposed to improve the coding per-
formance [7]–[10] for H.264/AVC. In [11], it is stated that the
Cauchy distribution is more accurate than Laplacian distribution
when the distribution of residual information has a long tail. The
related rate and distortion models are proposed to provide better
rate control performance. In [12], a more accurate linear model
in -domain is proposed, which is proved to be very effective
in most distributions including in generalized Gaussian distri-
bution (GGD).
In predictive coding, inter-frame dependency plays a crucial

role. It can improve the coding performance since a better refer-
ence frame can lead to better prediction. The dynamic program-
ming algorithm [13] can obtain an optimal solution for inter-
frame dependency, however with the great computational com-
plexity, which is unaffordable for real-time video coding. For
rate control, Ramchandran et al. [14] analyzed the inter-frame
dependency of I, P and B frames in MPEG-2. A trellis-based
optimal scheme was proposed to solve the dependent bit alloca-
tion problem. Lin et al. [15] used a piecewise linear approxima-
tion model for the rate and distortion dependency among suc-
cessive frames for rate control. Both [14] and [15] can obtain
good coding performance for MPEG-2, but the computational
complexity of the proposed algorithm grows exponentially with
the increasing of number of dependent frames. In H.264/SVC,
some rate control schemes were proposed based on inter-frame
dependency. In [16], Liu et al. proposed a GOP-based depen-
dent distortion model of different temporal layers and incor-
porated it into rate control, which results in better coding per-
formance. But when the length of the GOP is too long, the
long coding delay cannot be avoided because it must utilize
multi-pass coding process, which is not suitable for real time
video coding. Hu et al. [17] proposed an enhanced rate control
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for H.264/SVC considering inter-frame dependency. In [18], an
efficient bit allocation algorithm using two-dimensional inter-
polation of rate distortion applications of one-way video was
proposed and a pruning algorithm was provided to avoid the
complexity increasing exponentially.
The rate control for HEVC has not been thoroughly studied

yet. Based on the quadratic R-Q model in [6], a unified R-Q
model was proposed in [19] called quadratic pixel-based uni-
fied rate-quantization (URQ) model, which is the recommended
rate control algorithm in HM6.0. This model considered the new
feature that the size of prediction unit varies so the bit allocation
must be accordance with the number of pixels. But the R-D per-
formance is not as good as HM anchor without rate control. In
[20], a linear model based rate control algorithm was pro-
posed and shows lower bit rate mismatch than the URQ model.
The linear model is the recommended rate control algo-
rithm in present HEVC. In our previous work [21], a multi-layer
bit allocation based rate control was proposed.
Owing to the new coding tools adopted in HEVC, many new

features related to rate control, such as R-Q model, bit alloca-
tion and header information prediction, are all different with the
previous used features. In this paper, based on Rate-GOP pro-
vided in HEVC, a frame level rate control algorithm is proposed
by taking into account the inter-frame dependency. The main
contributions of this paper can be summarized as the following
three aspects.
Firstly, a hierarchical rate control structure is proposed based

on Rate-GOP to ensure the high video quality of the key frames.
Therefore, the following frames can have a better quality refer-
ence frame.
Secondly, considering the inter-frame dependency between

a coding frame and its reference frame, an inter-frame depen-
dency based distortion model and an inter-frame dependency
based bit rate model are proposed respectively.
Thirdly, based on these models and a mixed Laplacian dis-

tribution of residual information, a new -domain Rate-GOP
based rate control is proposed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II intro-

duces the quad-tree coding structure, the specialized Rate-GOP
based QP determination and RPS determination in HEVC. The
proposed hierarchical rate control structure and problem for-
mulation are also given in this section. Section III analyses the
inter-frame dependency relation between a coding frame and its
reference frame. Based on this analysis, the inter-frame depen-
dency based distortion model and the inter-frame dependency
based bit rate model are proposed. The bit rate model and distor-
tion model for Rate-GOP are presented in Section IV. The pro-
posed hierarchical bit allocation scheme for HEVC is described
in Section V. Section VI provides the experimental results. Fi-
nally, we conclude the paper in the last section.

II. HIERARCHICAL RATE CONTROL STRUCTURE OF RATE-GOP
AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Quad-Tree Coding Structure and Reference Picture Set

HEVC is based on traditional hybrid prediction/transform
coding framework as described in Fig. 1. Many new coding
tools are adopted to improve the coding performance, such as

Fig. 1. HEVC coding framework, IP: Intra prediction, T: Transform, Q: Quan-
tization, IT: Inverse Transform, IQ: Inverse Quantization, REC: Reconstruction,
DB: Deblock-filter, ME: Motion Estimation, MC: Motion Compensation.

Fig. 2. (a) Recursive CU structure in HM. (LCU size , maximum hierar-
chical depth ), (b) PU splitting for skip, intra and inter in HM.

the coding tree unit (CTU) based adaptive quad-tree coding
structure.
CTU is the basic coding unit in HEVC which is similar

to macro-block in H.264/AVC. In CTU, three new concepts
named coding unit (CU), prediction unit (PU) and transform
unit (TU) [22] are introduced to specify the basic processing
unit of coding, prediction and transform respectively. CU can
have various sizes and allows recursive quad-tree splitting.
Given the size of CTU and the maximum hierarchical depth,
CU can be expressed in a recursive quad-tree representation
adapted to the picture content as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Once
the splitting of CU hierarchical tree is finished, the leaf node
CUs can be further split into PUs. PU is the basic unit for
prediction and it allows multiple different shapes to encode
irregular image patterns as shown in Fig. 2(b). The size of
PU is limited to that of CU with square or rectangular shape.
However, for intra CU and PU splitting, and
partion mode are used, and NxN partition mode is allowed only
when the corresponding CU size is equal to the minimum CU
size. TU is defined to represent the basic unit for transform.
For inter mode, the size of TU is independent with the size of
PU; while for intra mode, the size of TU cannot exceed the
size of PU. The size of TU cannot exceed the size of CU for
both intra and inter mode. This highly flexible coding structure
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TABLE I
REFERENCE PICTURE SET (RPS) IN HEVC FOR LD CONFIGURATION

TABLE II
REFERENCE PICTURE SET (RPS) IN HEVC FOR RA CONFIGURATION

provides great flexibility to improve the coding efficiency.
But it also makes the distribution of residual information more
complex. The distribution functions used in the previous coding
standards may not be suitable for HEVC.
Besides the quad-tree coding structure, Rate-GOP [23] is

also employed to improve the R-D performance. Rate-GOP
is a coding group including some successive frames with the
default number as four in Low Delay (LD) configuration and
eight in random access (RA) configuration.
In Rate-GOP, the determinations of QP and RPS are both dif-

ferent from that of in the previous coding standard.
For QP determination, QP of each frame has fixed difference

with QP of I frame: . Eqs. (1) and (2) illustrate the QP de-
termination for LD and RA configurations respectively.

(1)

(2)

denotes Picture Order Count and represents an output
order of the pictures in the video stream.
For RPS determination, it is not composed of some succes-

sive decoded frames but of one frame with the nearest temporal
distance and three frames with lowest QP in Decoded Picture
Buffer (DPB). For the coding frame, the determination of RPS
can be presented by the following two steps. First, the
is calculated by

(3)

Then RPS for the current coding frame is determined by the
corresponding set depending on the .

is the difference between of the current
frame and of previous coded frame. Tables I and II

Fig. 3. Hierarchical rate control structure of Rate-GOP for LD.

Fig. 4. Hierarchical rate control structure of Rate-GOP for RA.

present the set of the reference frame for different
in LD and RA configurations respectively.

Such QP determination and RPS determination in Rate-GOP
take more consideration of inter-frame dependency and thus im-
proves encoding efficiency significantly.

B. Proposed Hierarchical Rate Control Structure

From Tables I and II and (1) and (2), it can be concluded
that different frame in a Rate-GOP has different influence on
the following frames. Generally, the frame with with
relatively high reconstructed video quality will be referred more
than once and thus plays a crucial role, which is called the key
frame in our paper. Other frames in the same Rate-GOP are
referenced less with less importance than the key frame. Based
on this observation, taking Rate-GOP as a rate control unit, the
hierarchical rate control structures of Rate-GOP for LD and RA
are proposed respectively, which are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
For LD configuration, the composition of Rate-GOP is made

up of four frames including one key frame and its following
three frames. The frames are divided into three layers according
to their importance. The first layer consists of the first frame, as
it plays a crucial role and will be referred by the following frame
more times. The second layer is made up of the second frame, as
it will mainly refer to the first frame. The remaining two frames
belong to the third layer.
For RA configuration, the proposed hierarchical rate con-

trol structure is similar to the hierarchical depth in HEVC. The
frame with hierarchical depth composes of the first layer.
The second layer is made up of the frame with hierarchical
depth . The frames with hierarchical depth compose
of the third layer. The other four frames with the maximum hi-
erarchical depth will not be used as a reference frame, so these
frames are not included in the proposed hierarchical structure.

C. Problem Formulation

Based on the proposed hierarchical rate control structure,
the constrained optimization problem for the bit allocation of a
Rate-GOP can be stated as follows:

(4)

where denotes the optimal QP vector in the
set of all possible QP candidates: and is the number of frame
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in a Rate-GOP. and denote the total distortion and
the bit rate of the Rate-GOP respectively. is the constrained
channel bandwidth. The constrained optimization problem can
be solved with Lagrangian multiplier optimization method by
incorporating the constraint function into the objective function
with a Lagrange multiplier [24].

(5)

(6)

One optimal solution to this optimization problem is to execute a
full search over all possible combinations of all the quantization
steps. However, the computational complexity grows exponen-
tially with the increasing of number of frames in a Rate-GOP.
This optimization problem is addressed in this paper by ana-
lyzing the inter-frame dependency of distortion and inter-frame
dependency of bit rate in a Rate-GOP.

III. INTER-FRAME DEPENDENCY BASED DISTORTION
MODEL AND RATE MODEL

Inter-frame prediction results in the distortion dependency
and bit rate dependency between a coding frame and its refer-
ence frames. Generally, a better reference frame leads to better
coding performance in predictive coding. However the depen-
dency makes the rate distortion optimization (RDO) based opti-
mization problems more complicated. The influence of the de-
pendency for the final coding performance cannot be addressed
well since the problem is difficult to formulate and solve. Thus,
the improvement in coding efficiency is not so significant. In
this section, we will analyze the distortion dependency and bit
rate dependency in a Rate-GOP under the assumption that each
Rate-GOP is independent with others.

A. Inter-Frame Dependency Based Distortion Model

The distortion of the coding frame has great dependency with
its reference frames. This kind of distortion dependency is one
of the main factors affecting the bit allocation scheme for rate
control.
Experiments are conducted to investigate the distortion

dependency between the coding frame and its reference frame.
Fig. 5 shows the distortion dependency of Rasehorses and
BascketballPass. Only the nearest frame in DPB, which has the
minimum POC difference with the POC of the current coding
frame, is selected as the reference frame in our experiment. This
is reasonable for actual video coding even with more reference
frames since the distortion of the coding frame mainly depends
on its nearest reference frame. The QP of coding frame is fixed,
while the QP of reference frame varies. The of coding
frame is set to 20, 22, 25 and 27 respectively while the
of reference frame changes from 10 to 20, 10 to 22, 10 to 25
and 10 to 27 respectively. The distortion is measured by mean
square error (MSE).

Fig. 5. Distortion dependency curve between reference frame and coding
frame with fixed QP of coding frame and varied QP of reference frame.

It can be observed that the distortion of the coding frame
has an approximate linear correlation with the distortion of the
reference frame and then the relationship can be described as
follows:

(7)

where and are the QPs of the reference frame and coding
frame. denotes the distortion of the reference frame.

denotes the distortion of the coding frame. and
are the slopes of the distortion dependency curves reflecting the
dependency under different QP. Based on the distortion model,
the distortion of the coding frame can be simply represented by
its reference frame.

B. Inter-Frame Dependency Based Rate Model

The bit rate dependency between the coding frame and its
reference frame is also investigated aiming at a deeper explo-
ration for R-D relations. Fig. 6 shows the rate dependency be-
tween reference frame and coding frame. The reference frame
selection is the same as the previous experiment. The value
of the coding frame is fixed and the amount of output bits is
recorded by changing of the reference frame. The of
coding frame is set as 20, 22, 25 and 27 respectively while the

of reference frame changes from 10 to 20, 10 to 22, 10 to
25 and 10 to 27 respectively.
Unlike the distortion dependency, it can be observed that the

number of coded bits of reference frame has limited influence
on the number of bits of the coding frame. The bits of reference
frame vary in a large extent while the bits of coding frame vary
in a small domain. The observation indicates that the bit rate
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Fig. 6. Rate dependency curve between reference frame and coding frame with
fixed QP of reference frame and changed QP of coding frame.

of coding frame is mainly determined by its own QP. In [16],
the bit rate of coding frame is represented as a piecewise linear
model for H.264/SVC.

(8)

However, for rate control, it always limits the QP variance be-
tween adjacent frames in a small domain, e.g. 4 or even smaller,
to maintain the smoothness of video quality. So the bit rate can
be represented as a function of its own QP.

(9)

IV. R-Q MODEL AND D-Q MODEL FOR HEVC

In this section, the Rate-GOP based R-Q model and D-Q
model for HEVC are presented. Since the derivation of the two
models for RA is similar with that of LD. Only the derivation
of for LD is described.

A. Quadratic -Domain Based R-Q Model for HEVC

The most crucial step for rate control is to compute a suit-
able QP which heavily depends on the R-Q model to meet the
target bits. Generally speaking, R-Q model has great correlation
with the distribution of the residual information. It was stated in
[25] that a single Laplacian distribution is not accurate enough
to capture the distribution due to the quad-tree coding structure.
Thus a mixed Laplacian distribution is used to represent the dis-
tribution as follows.

(10)

Fig. 7. The linear relation between the number of non-zero transformed coef-
ficients and the bits in -domain. (a) BascketballPass; (b) BQSquare.

where denotes the distribution function of transformed
coefficients of CUs in -th depth and indicates the maximum
value of the depth which is set to 3 in default configuration. It has
been proved in [12] that an accurate linear relation in -domain
between the bits and the number of non-zero transformed coeffi-
cients holds firmly via the theoretical derivation for a Laplacian
distribution as follows:

(11)

where and denote the percentage of zero transformed co-
efficients and the bit rate of coding frame . indi-
cates the total number of non-zero transformed coefficients of
the frame. and are two constants and their relation can be
represented as , where is the number of pixels
in a frame. Fig. 7 shows the linear relation in -domain for the
sequence BascketballPass and BQSquare in HEVC. It can be
seen that an accurate linear relation holds firmly with different
slopes and zero intercept.
According to the quantization in HEVC, for a certain -th

depth, the distortion can be calculated by (12) and the
percentage of zero coefficients can be computed by (13).

(12)

(13)

As illustrated in [12], for the -th depth in frame with a
Laplacian distribution, we can obtain the linear relation as
follows:

(14)

where and denote the percentage of zero transformed
coefficients and the bit rate of the -th depth. Combined with
(13), the bit rate of frame can be represented as:

(15)

For a single Laplacian distribution, a mapping scheme be-
tween and QP is provided in [12] to determine a suitable
QP to meet the target bits. It may be not suitable to utilize the
scheme to HEVC due to the complicated distribution as indi-
cated in (10). Consequently, it is reasonable to find a suitable
mapping scheme between the number of non-zero transformed
coefficients and the QP.
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Assume and denote the number of non-
zero transformed coefficients and the number of pixels of -th
depth in frame respectively. Combine with (13), we can get

(16)

Thus the total number of non-zero transformed coefficients of
frame can be obtained by

(17)

where indicates the maximum value of the depth.
By a Taylor expansion, the non-zero number of transformed

coefficients can be represented by the quadratic function of
quantization step.

(18)

where denotes the total number of pixel of the frame and the
two parameters can be represented as:

(19)

Combining with (11), we can get the R-Q model for frame :

(20)

Finally, the R-Q model for Rate-GOP can be obtained by

(21)
In actual coding process, and are obtained via linear

regression scheme to avoid the complicated calculation in (19).

B. D-Q Model of Rate-GOP

As illustrated in the above subsection, the linear relation be-
tween the bit rate and non-zero transformed coefficients still
holds firmly in HEVC under the mixed Laplacian distribution.
Consequently, for the first layer, the distortion can be repre-
sented by the following as stated in [12].

(22)

where is a constant parameter that normally ranges from 10
to 20, is the variance of the picture related to video content.

is a function of the zero transformed coefficients.
For the second layer and third layer, we take into account the

inter-frame dependency in (7) tomodel the distortion as follows.

(23)

(24)

(25)

Subsequently, the distortion of a Rate-GOP can be presented as
follows:

(26)

V. PROPOSED RATE CONTROL ALGORITHM
BASED ON R-D OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we will provide the proposed rate control algo-
rithm from the following parts: Rate-GOP level bit allocation,
optimal hierarchical bit allocation for frames in a Rate-GOP and
header bits prediction. The ultimate task is to obtain accurate QP
to achieve better R-D performance and lower bit rate mismatch.

A. Rate-GOP Level Bit Allocation

For the bit allocation at the Rate-GOP level, the target bits
for a Rate-GOP are allocated according to the bandwidth after
coding the previous Rate-GOPs, which can be calculated as

(27)

where denotes the target bits for a Rate-GOP,
is the remaining bits after encoding the previous

Rate-GOPs, indicates the number of the frames in a
Rate-GOP and denotes the remaining frames to be coded.
Considering the temporal correlation between the adjacent

Rate-GOPs and in order to get a smoother bit rate, the allocated
bits for a Rate-GOP is further modified as

(28)

where denotes the actual consumed bits of the pre-
vious Rate-GOP and is an empirical parameter, which is set
to 0.5 in our experiments.
After completing the Rate-GOP level bit allocation, the next

crucial step is to allocate target bits for each frame in one Rate-
GOP. And the target bits will be utilized in the calculation of
QP to meet the target bits.

B. Optimal Hierarchical Bit Allocation

Based on the proposed R-Q model, inter-frame dependency
model of distortion and inter-frame dependency model of bit
rate, in this subsection we will provide an optimal bit allocation
scheme for the proposed hierarchical structure of a Rate-GOP.
For a Rate-GOP, given the bit budget allocated as in the

previous subsection, the optimization problem is to choose ap-
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propriate QPs to minimize the total distortion of the Rate-GOP
as the following.

(29)

By Lagrangian multiplier , the optimization problem can be
expressed as a problem to minimize the R-D cost as follows.

(30)

Combining the rate model in (21) and the distortion model in
(26), (30) can be rewritten as

(31)

By computing partial derivation with respect to ,

(32)

(33)

From (18), we can get

(34)
Combining (20) and (34), we can further obtain

(35)

By a Taylor expansion,

(36)

Taking (36) into (33), the bit rate for -th frame can be obtained
by

(37)

Once is determined, can be obtained. Due to the correla-
tion among adjacent frames, the average value of of previous
coded frames is used to predict of the coding frame by

(38)

By using the predicted to calculate may not be accurate
enough, thus a weighting factor can be derived as

(39)

Fig. 8. The relationship between and PU number and Motion
Vector Difference .

where is the number of bits consumed by the frames in the
corresponding layer and is the number of bits consumed by
the key frame.
By the given target bits of a Rate-GOP and , can be

obtained. Using and , the final QP can be calculated by
proposed R-Q model in (20).
To avoid the complicated calculation of in (39), is es-

timated from that of the previous GOPs. Given a set of initial
values for the weighting factors, the bits for -th layer in -th
Rate-GOP is allocated as

(40)

where and denote the target bits and weighting fac-
tors of -th layer of -th Rate-GOP respectively. is
the given bit rate for the Rate-GOP. The initial values of the pa-
rameters are set to 0.5, 0.3 and 0.2. The bit rates for the two
frames in the third layer are allocated averagely. After encoding
one Rate-GOP, if ,
then the weighting factors are calculated and utilized for the next
Rate-GOP. Otherwise, QP is adjusted based on the QP and bit
rate of the previous Rate-GOP.
For -th layer in -th Rate-GOP,

(41)

where are the weighting factors of -th layer
in the three nearest Rate-GOPs to -th Rate-GOP, satisfying

.
After the determination of the target bits, and , the final

QP can be calculated by proposed R-Qmodel in (20) to meet the
target bits.
It should be noted that since the frames with the maximum

hierarchical depth in RA configuration will not be a reference
frame, the QP of these frames is obtained by

(42)

where and are the QPs of the adjacent frames.
The variation of QP in a Rate-GOP is limited in 4 for LD and

8 for RA.

C. Header Bits Prediction

Header bits prediction is also a component of bit allocation. In
[10], the header bits for inter coding macro-block are modeled
with the number of nonzero motion vector elements and motion
vectors. Inspired by [10], in the experiments it was found that
the header bits has strong linear relationship with the number of
PU and the value of MVD, as shown in Fig. 8. From the curves,
it can be seen that the header bits can be modeled as

(43)
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where indicates the header bits and is the number
of PU in one frame. The parameter is usually small which can
be set to zero and other parameters can be updated adaptively
by linear regression method.

D. Proposed Rate-GOP Based Rate Control Scheme

The proposed Rate-GOP based rate control scheme can be
summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Summary of the proposed rate control scheme

begin

Allocate target bits for -th RateGOP by (28);

begin

For each frame in the -th RateGOP

1) Calculate by (41);

2) Allocate target bits for -th frame by (40);

3) Calculate by (38);

4) Calculate QP by the R-Q model in (20);

5) Encoding with the QP;

end

Updating the parameters;

end

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, the
experiments are conducted on HEVC test model HM8.0. The
test sequences and 6 testing configurations are detailed in [26].

A. Control Accuracy

The accuracy of bit mismatch is investigated in terms of mis-
match error as follows.

(44)

where and are the number of target bits and the
actual output bits for a coding frame respectively.
Table III shows the bit ratemismatch ratio comparisons. It can

be seen that the proposed algorithm generates smaller mismatch
between target bits and actual output bits.
Usually, the larger the size of the basic unit, the better video

quality the rate control algorithm can achieve, but at the cost of
degradation of bit rate accuracy. The proposed frame level rate
control can also obtain better accuracy of bit rate.

B. R-D Performance

Firstly, experiments are conducted with the proposed bit
allocation scheme but without using the proposed R-Q model.
QP is obtained by the quadratic model as in H.264/AVC. The
R-D performances in terms of BD-PSNR and BD-Rate [27]
results are presented for comparison with URQ algorithm as
illustrated in the Table IV. The positive BD-PSNR or the neg-
ative BD-Rate denotes the corresponding algorithm achieves
better R-D performance. It can be seen that the proposed bit

TABLE III
BIT RATE MISMATCH COMPARISON FOR THE PROPOSED

ALGORITHM WITH MODEL [20]

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR THE PROPOSED BIT
ALLOCATION SCHEME WITH URQ MODEL [19]

allocation can significantly improve the rate control perfor-
mance. It is because the proposed bit allocation ensures the
high quality of the frames in low layer. Therefore the frame
in high layer can have better reference frame. Thus better R-D
performance can be achieved.
Secondly, experiments are implemented with both the bit

allocation scheme and the proposed R-Q model. As illustrated
in Tables V–VII, the R-D performances in terms of BD-PSNR
and BD-Rate results are presented for comparison with URQ
algorithm and algorithm. From the tables, it can be
observed the proposed algorithm shows much better R-D
performance than the other two algorithms in a significant
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TABLE V
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

WITH URQ MODEL [19] AND MODEL [20]

TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

WITH URQ MODEL [19] AND MODEL [20]

TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

WITH URQ MODEL [19] AND MODEL [20]

margin for both high resolution and low resolution sequences.
The maximum BD-PSNR gain can be over 1.8 dB and 0.3 dB
respectively.

Fig. 9. RD curves of the performance comparison for the proposed algorithm
under different testing configurations. (a) LB-main; (b) LP-main; (c) RA-main.

TABLE VIII
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR THE PROPOSED

ALGORITHM WITH HM ANCHOR

The proposed Rate-GOP level bit allocation scheme and pro-
posed header bit prediction model make small contribution for
the coding performance. The average coding gain of these two
tools for all testing configurations is about 1.86%.
Furthermore, six R-D curves are shown in Fig. 9 for different

coding configurations. It can be observed the proposed algo-
rithm has much better R-D performance than the other two al-
gorithms for both high bit rate and low bit rate.
Compared with HM anchor without rate control, the URQ

model and model generates performance loss [19], [20],
especially for URQ model. Table VIII presents the comparison
results between the proposed algorithm and HM anchor without
rate control in LD low complexity configuration. It can be ob-
served the proposed algorithm achieves a little better R-D per-
formance than HM anchor without rate control.

C. Complexity Analysis

In the proposed Rate-GOP based rate control, the parameters
and in (20) are obtained by linear regression and the pa-

rameter in (20) are predicted from the previous coded frames
as in (38) to avoid the complicated calculations in (19) and (37),
respectively. The parameters and in (43) are also obtained
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TABLE IX
ENCODING COMPUTATION COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED

SCHEME WITH HM ANCHOR

by linear regression. The parameter in (39) is predicted from
the previous Rate-GOPs.
Table IX shows the computation comparison of the proposed

rate control scheme with HM anchor without rate control, where
is calculated by

(45)

where and indicate the total coding time of HM an-
chor without rate control and the proposed rate control scheme
respectively.
FromTable IX, it can be concluded that the computation over-

head of the proposed method is no more than 0.72%, in some
testing configurations, even faster than HM anchor without rate
control. This is because HM anchor without rate control is im-
plemented under fixed QP as in default configuration, while
the proposed rate control scheme adjusted QP according to the
bandwidth. If the calculated QP is bigger than QP of HM an-
chor without rate control, the encoding computation time may
be reduced.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a frame level rate control scheme based on
Rate-GOP is proposed. The proposed rate control algorithm
considered the Rate-GOP as a rate control unit and provided a
hierarchical structure for Rate-GOP. The distortion dependency
and the bit rate dependency are investigated between the coding
frame and its reference frame. Then the inter-frame dependency
based distortion model and bit rate model for Rate-GOP are
derived. Based on these models and a mixed Laplacian dis-
tribution of residual information, a new -domain Rate-GOP
based rate control is proposed. The proposed algorithm was
incorporated into the HM software HM8.0. The experimental
results demonstrated that the proposed algorithm can achieve
much better R-D performance than the two state of the art rate
control algorithms for HEVC, even faster than HM software
HM8.0 without rate control averagely.
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